
 

 
130 Market Place, Suite 291, San Ramon, CA 94583 

www.thedumppro.com  1-877-DUMP-PRO 
    Phone 877.386.7776      Fax 925.889.5500       

DEBRIS BIN / TRUCK BIN SERVICE DELIVERY RECEIPT 
WITH AGREEMENT OF ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 
 
DELIVERED TO CUSTOMER:  _______________________________________________________________  
 
STREET:  ____________________________________________  CITY:  _____________________________CA 
 
BIN SIZE:________ YRDS.   DEBRIS BIN/TRUCK BIN LOCATION: ON/OFF STREET (SEE #14 BELOW) 
 
LOAD:  STANDARD / RECYCLING  (SEE ALL #’s BELOW AND SEE REVERSE OF THIS FORM) 
 
COST $ ______________________  PAID CHECK #  _____________OR CREDIT CARD__________ 
 
DATE  _______________________ DEBRIS BIN/TRUCK #  __________________________________ 
 
DEBRIS BIN USE TERMS: 

1. NO TRACTOR / SKID STEER LOADING OF 10/20/30/40 YRD. BINS/TRUCKS. 
2. NO DIRT, CONCRETE OR BRICK IN 20/30/40 YRD. BINS/TRUCKS, (unless agreed to in writing by 1‐877‐DUMP‐PRO). 
3. NEVER LOAD HEAVY MATERIAL ON TOP OR TO ONE SIDE & ONLY LOAD ONLY THROUGH BACK ENTRANCE. 
4. DO NOT FILL THE DEBRIS BINS/TRUCKS ABOVE THE SIDES OR OVER THE RED LINE FOR 10 CUBIC YARD DEBRIS BINS. 
5. OVERFILLED OR OVERWEIGHT DEBRIS BINS/TRUCKS CANNOT & WILL NOT BE TRANSPORTED. YOU SHALL BE 

CHARGED A MINIMUM OF $295., AS AN OVERFILLED/OVERWEIGHT FEE IF YOU OVER‐FILL/LOAD YOUR DEBRIS BIN.   
6. NO HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, INCLUDING OIL, PAINT, TV SETS, MONITORS, CHEMICALS, ASBESTOS, OR ANY OTHER 

ITEMS DEFINED AS HAZARDOUS UNDER FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL LAWS ARE ALLOWED IN ANY QUANTITIES IN 
YOUR DEBRIS BIN, EVER, PERIOD! A MINIMUM OF $295., SHALL APPLY IF ANY SUCH MATERIALS ARE TO BE FOUND 
IN YOUR DEBRIS BIN /TRUCK BIN. THE CUSTOMER TAKES FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY AND ALL LAWS. 

7. A MINIMUM OF $150. SHALL APPLY IF ANY MATERIALS ARE FOUND IN YOUR DEBRIS BIN/TRUCK BIN THAT WERE 
NOT AGREED TO IN WRITING BY 1‐877‐DUMP‐PRO.  

8. IF HAND SORTING IS REQUIRED FOR ANY REASON, IT SHALL BE PERFORMED AT THE RATE OF $125.00 PER HOUR. 
9. FAILURE TO CALL 1‐877‐DUMP‐PRO WHEN YOUR FINISHED WITH DEEBRIS BIN/DUMPSTER USE SHALL 

AUTOMATICALLY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL PERIOD & ANY AND ALL ASSOCIATED FEES. 
10. DO NOT POUR WET CONCRETE OR STUCCO IN DEBRIS BINS. $100 MINIMUM FEE WILL BE CHARGED FOR REMOVAL. 
11. MAXIMUM STANDARD LOAD WEIGHT IS .75 TONS FOR 6 YRDS., 1.5 TONS FOR 10 YRDS., 2 TONS FOR 15 YRDS., 3 

TONS FOR 20 YRDS., 5 TONS FOR 30 YRDS. AND 6 TONS FOR 40 YRDS.  HEAVY MATERIALS SUCH AS DIRT, GRAVEL, 
CONCRETE, STUCCO, COMPOSITION ROOFING, ETC. MAY NOT BE LOADED IN THESE DEBRIS BINS (unless agreed to 
in writing by 1‐877‐DUMP‐PRO) AND SHALL FACE YOU MAY FACE SUBSTANTIAL FINANCIAL SURCHARGE FEES.  

12. DEBRIS BINS IN EXCESS OF THE MAXIMUM STANDARD LOAD WEIGHT ABOVE WILL BE SURCHARGED AT THE RATE 
OF $125.00 PER TON OF OVERWEIGHT INCLUDING RAINWATER.  CUSTOMER AUTHORIZES CHARGING THEIR 
CHARGECARD/ACCOUNT FOR ANY /ALL OVERWEIGHT AND ANY OTHER SURCHARGES PER THIS CONTRACT WHICH 
MAY ARISE OR THAT ARE PART OF THIS CONTRACT INCLUDING FOR SUCH ITEMS E.G., TIRES, ETC… (SEE REVERSE) 

13. THE CUSTOMER TAKES FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY DAMAGE TO CURBS, SIDEWALKS, DRIVEWAYS, LAWNS, ETC.  
WHEN WE ARE REQUESTED TO PLACE THE BINS/TRUCKS OFF THE STREET. 

14. CUSTOMER TAKES FULL 100% RESPONSIBILITY FOR FULL REPLACEMENT VALUE AND OR COSTS OF DEBRIS 
BIN/TRUCK BIN DUMPSTER UPON THEFT, DAMAGE 7 OR VANDALISM OF SUCH SAID DEBRIS BIN/TRUCK BIN 
DUMPSTER WHILE IN POSSESION OF THE CUSTOMER. 

 ALL ABOVE AND REVERSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE ACCEPTED BY CUSTOMER: 
 
 
X _____________________________________________   DATE:  ________________________ 
IF YOU ARE NOT PRESENT TO SIGN THIS CONTRACT UPON DELIVERY OF YOUR DEBRIS BIN/TRUCK BIN DUMPSTER, 
YOUR CREDIT CARD OR CHECK RENTAL PAYMENT SHALL BE YOUR BINDING SIGNATURE TO THIS CONTRACT AND 
DEMONSTRATES YOUR FULL 100% ACCEPTANCE TO ALL THE 1-877-DUMP-PRO TERMS AND CONDITIONS HEREIN. 
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WE NEED YOUR HELP  
TO MAKE RECYCLING WORK 

ADDITIONAL DUMP PRO TERMS & CONDITIONS: 
If you ordered a recycling Debris Bins/Truck Bins, you are saving money and helping the environment. Only the material(s) specified below herein may be put in a recycling 
Debris Bin/Truck Bin. 
 
If other materials are also put in the Debris Bins/Truck Bins it will become a standard load Debris Bin/Truck Bin and subject to overweight charges which can be very expensive. 
 
In some cities we can only provide recycling Debris Bins/Truck Bins and we will not be able to pick up Debris Bins/Truck Bins sold as recycling but filled as general debris. 
 
Several common recycling Debris Bins/Truck Bins are described below: 
 

Clean Dirt:  No roots, sod, weeds, rocks, concrete, trash, organic, or any other materials allowed.  Overweight charges will apply. Add $60 extra per yard, for mud. 
 

Clean Concrete: No rebar, wire mesh, trash, organic material, sod or any other material is allowed. Overweight charges apply. 
 

Green-waste: Only wood and Green-waste.  No trash, dirt, sod or any other materials other than wood, tree trimmings & brush are considered Green-waste.                    
Overweight charges apply. 

 
Extra charge items: 
Sofa or sofa bed $10 each; Mattress or Bedspring $15 each; Car Tire without rim $10 each; Car Tire with rim $15 each; 
Truck Tire without rim $ 25 each; Truck Tire with rim $30 each; TV or Computer Monitor $ 30 each; Medium & Large Appliances e.g. Refrigerator or AC Equipment $40 each;. 
 
***NOTE***We do not haul hazardous materials!!! A $295 minimum charge to return hazardous waste if found in boxes/trucks.! 
Again, only the materials specified during your order can be put in recycling bins or truck mounted bins. Please note, that if other materials are placed in the recycling bin it will 
then become a standard load box, which can be subject to expensive overweight charges, Surcharges and or Hand Sorting Charges. 
Overfilled Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins cannot and shall not be transported. 
 
Debris Bin/ Truck Mounted Debris Bin Rental Time: 
*72 Hours Rental is for all 10YRD or greater Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins. Additional Rental Days are charged after the 72 hour period (on the 73rd hour you will be 
charged at a rate of $30 per hour. Additional rental time must be scheduled in advance and is contingent upon availability of Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins. With the 
written approval from 1-877-DUMP-PRO an extra 24 hour period(s) may be obtained at the rate of $142. Please inquire about 30 day rental rates. 
 
Delivery & Pick-up: 
* A minimum of 50 feet of straight line access is required to properly deliver & pickup any Debris Bins. * * *  * The customer is responsible to ensure there is enough space 
available for delivery and pickup. Additional deliveries or pickups for any reason will be charged at $85/ea (includes trucks in route to your delivery or pickup). 
 
Call for Pick-up: 
* Please call when your Debris Bin or Truck Mounted Bin is full and ready to be picked up. Make sure there are no vehicles blocking the front of the Debris Bin or Truck Bin (the 
side without the doors). If you do not call we will not pick up your Debris Bin. Once you call for pickup, your Debris Bin or Truck Bin will be picked up within 24 hours (you will 
not be charged for these days). If you need extra rental days you must notify us at least 1 full business day in advance and is contingent upon availability. 
* If the Debris Bin / Truck Bin was previously scheduled to be rented, and you have not called to schedule additional rental days your Debris Bin / Truck Bin shall be picked up 
after the 72nd hour rental period. You will receive a courtesy call notifying you that the Debris Bin / Truck Bin will be picked up.  
* Additional rental days are contingent upon the availability of the Debris Bin / Truck Bin. To ensure you receive any additional rental days needed, please schedule in advance. 
Customer accepts full responsibility for all Debris Bin / Truck Bin contents while the Debris Bin or Truck Mounted Bin is in customer’s possession and until it is emptied and the 
contents is determined to be free from all Hazardous Materials or extra charge items. 
  
Cancellations:  
* Cancellations must be made at least1 business day in advance of your scheduled delivery date or you will be charged the full rate of your Debris Bin/Truck Bin Rental. In 
addition an $85 fee will apply to all cancellations made on the scheduled delivery or pickup days/dates. 
NOTE - Debris Bins can and may damage sidewalks, driveways, streets, landscaping, trees, power lines, etc. The customer takes full responsibility for any damage to sidewalks, 
curbs, driveways, lawns, etc. To aid in preventing damages to your personal property we recommend lying plywood down or other protective material to the area where the 
Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins will be placed. In addition, we ask that you do your best to remove any obstructions, both on the ground and overhead.  
Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins ordered for recycling materials must be filled with ONLY ONE specified material. If unspecified materials are found in the Debris Bins or Truck 
Mounted Bins you rented, one of the following shall apply: 1) the box will be charged as a general debris box and is subject to overweight fees, or 2) box will be charged an 
additional flat fee of $75. Recycling Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins include dirt, concrete, asphalt, green waste, wood, and gravel.  
- The Maximum Standard Load Weight is: .75 for 4YRDS1.5 tons for 8 YRDS, 2 tons for 15YRDS, 3 tons for 20YRDS, 5 tons for 30YRDS, 6 tons for 40YRDS, and 7 tons for 50YRDS 
for all Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins. Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins that weigh over the Maximum Standard Load Weight will be charged $125/ton overweight or any 
portion thereof. Trailers will be charged at a rate of $125/ton overweight or any portion thereof.  
 
No hazardous materials 
Again, that includes oil, paint, chemicals, asbestos, and any other items described as hazardous under federal, state or local laws are allowed in any quantities.  
 
No tires or garbage 
Are allowed in this bin, unless you have written permission from 1-877-DUMP-PRO.  
 
No refrigerators 
(without a CFC removal certificate or unless you have written permission from 1-877-DUMP-PRO.).  
 
 
Do not pour wet concrete 
In this box, a $100 minimum charge will be added for concrete removal if concrete is left in bin, either wet or dry, however, the cost could be as much as the full replacement 
value / cost of the debris bin. The Customer is fully responsible for all Box contents. 
No Tractor Loading. Customer is responsible for damages caused from tractor loading. Do not fill Debris Bin above the sides or marked height for size rented. Do not load heavy 
material on top or to one side of Debris Box or Truck Mounted Box, load only from rear entrance.  
Heavy materials including dirt, gravel, concrete, composition, roofing, sand, etc must be loaded in Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins specified for their weight. Please ask for a 
Debris Bin or Truck Mounted Bin suitable for heavy materials.  
To place a Debris Bins or Truck Mounted Bins on the street, required city/county parking permits are the responsibility of the customer. For more information, contact your city’s 
building department. 
 
Recycling Receipts:  
* Please notify us at the beginning of each job that requires recycling receipts. This helps to ensure that all your recycling needs are met on time. Receipts will be mailed to you 
upon job completion.  
 
Items with Extra Fees include:  
* Sofa or Sofa bed $10; Mattress or Bedspring $15; Car Tire w/o Rim $10; Car Tire with Rim $15; Truck Tire w/o Rim $15; Truck Tire with Rim $30; TV or Computer Monitor $30; 
Small Appliances $15; Medium or Large Appliances $30; Refrigerator or A/C equipment $40; Additional Delivery/Pickup $85; Additional Rental Days $142 per day if authorized 
otherwise a fee of $30 per hour for each additional hour over your allotted 72 hour rental contract / agreement. 
 
Standard guidelines for weight of load onto/in debris containers are: 
0.75 ton for the 4 cubic yard box  
1.5 tons for the 8 cubic yard box 
2.0 tons for the 15 cubic yard box 
3.0 tons for the 20 cubic yard box 
5.0 tons for the 30 cubic yard box 
6.0 tons for the 40 cubic yard box 
 
Customer Agrees and Authorizes the additional charging of their credit card /charge card /account for extra charge items and or any fees that may apply as described herein. 
 
1-877-DUMP-PRO Service Terms and Conditions are subject to change at any time without notice. 




